Maple Sugaring

In the middle of February, when most farmers are just ordering seeds, maple syrup producers are harvesting their product in the woods. Maple syrup is made from the sap collected from sugar maple trees – common throughout the northeastern United States and southeastern Canada.

WHEN IS IT DONE?
Maple syrup producers collect the sap when it flows in the spring. The flow of sap is brought on by freezing temperatures at night followed by warm days. Most of the flow happens in the morning and begins to slow after noon. If a sudden cold snap keeps the days below freezing, the sap flow will stop for a time. The length of sugaring season varies. When the nights become warm enough not to freeze and the buds on the maple trees burst, sugaring season is over.

HOW IS IT DONE?
They choose sugar maples that are at least 10 inches wide (diameter). They measure the tree’s diameter at about 4 feet up from the ground. Then they **tap the tree** by drilling a hole about 2.5 inches deep into the trunk of the tree 2 - 4 feet from the ground. Then they push a collection spout into the drilled hole and gently tap in securely into place.

Then they collect the sap. For many generations, maple sap was collected in metal buckets with lids to keep rain water, bark and other debris out of the sap. Now many producers use plastic tubing. The tubing collects sap from many trees into one sap tank down on a road for easy transport. This allows sap collection without the labor of going from tree to tree, often in deep snow, to collect sap and carry it out.

Good cold nights and warm days makes for a good sugaring season. With good sugaring temperatures, each tap can produce up to 12 gallons of sap during the few weeks of one season. The sap only contains about 2% sugar so must be boiled down to become the sweet, sticky syrup we use on pancakes. It can take up to 40 gallons of sap to make one gallon of maple syrup!
WHERE IS IT DONE?
Maple syrup producers boil the syrup in large shallow sugaring pans outdoors or in a “sugar house.” The water evaporates from the sap and it thickens and turns amber brown. As it thickens it also begins to taste more like maple. But making maple sugar is not an easy task. The pan is filled with sap and a hot fire is made underneath it and kept going until the sap boils into syrup. As the water from the sap evaporates, more sap is added until mixture is thick enough to be considered syrup.

WHAT IS THE FINAL PRODUCT?
Maple syrup is finished when it boils at 7 degrees above the boiling point of water. It is about now up to 66% sugar from the original 2% of the sap. When the syrup in the pan reaches this critical moment, the fire must be quickly put out, before the syrup can burn. It is not unusual for syrup producers to be up all night tending a critical syrup batch that is reaching completion.

After it is complete, the syrup is filtered and poured into jugs that will be sealed for storage and sale. Maple syrup production is hard work, has a very short season, with limited return and can only be produced in areas that have a lot of sugar maples (the northeastern United States and Canada). This makes maple syrup an expensive product that is highly valued. It tastes good too!

For more information about sugaring in New York, go to: adirondackmaplesyrup.com
With warm days and cold nights, the sap starts running. It’s time to make maple syrup!
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